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Run # 1055- May 9th, 2019
Hare(s): Slippery When Wet
Location: Mountview school
Prelube: : Burgundys
On On Burgundys
Scribe: Dick C
Well
shit. Cheap
I take a few
weeks off, finally have a
Scribe:
N’ Easy
Thursday evening free and end up in the wrong
subdivision looking for schools. At least I had the
letter ‘M’ right…so 7:02pm arrival means: dedicated
scribe. The good news is that I got to be a part of
history. The first ever 100% runner hash in Red
Deer…and thanks to Slippery for stepping up and
haring us on a beautiful run…all 8 of us.
After a somewhat convoluted run explanation ending
with an arrow that didn’t lie (but did point to a
bordering fence) we made a group decision to call it a
liar and go around, quickly finding the so-called
“heart-shaped” marked trail nearby.
We were forewarned…there was potential “Beaver”
on this adventure. There seemed to be a good set of
checks; a check-back or two; a false trail or two; and
even some arrows that did not lie (for real). Shortly
into the gallivanting we were blessed with our first
beaver sightings. Blessed is a loosely used
term…ravenous may be slightly more appropriate?
Turns out it was just the small bladder committee of
Hummidititties, Slippery, and DKD squatting in the
bush…not sure why they were holding hands, must be
a woman thing!?
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A short jaunt further and the actual Beaver sighting
was realized…unfortunately, no actual Beavers but, a
structurally fascinating dam that was revelled with a
party of ‘ooos’ and ‘ahhhs’.
Boner and Curb quickly drafted a structural diagram
showing the improvements the beavers could make in
their design…and on-on, through the crack tunnel. I
volunteered to find the false trail up the hill which
ended-up being the heart-shaped path to glory.
Somewhere on one of the check-backs we lost Chips
from the front of the pack…I was moderately
concerned as this seemed atypical. Everything okay
man?
It all ended with 100% runners and 100% successful
finishes though…re-grouping in the swarm of
mosquitos for cold refreshments. A beautiful run
indeed…even with no red licorice provided! Crash
proved to be the only non-racist and thoroughly
enjoyed taking a couple long black ones right into his
mouth-hole. Good ol’ black licorice…what?!?
Circle up back at one of those locations I’m supposed
to stay 150 yards from (shh, don’t tell…) to only a
few punishments. A bit of incorrect name usage, a bit
of “well we drank, so you have to drink”
whining…you know, typical.
On-On at the extremely hopping Burgandy’s where
we had a 100% turnout! And a 100% steak-sandwich
order (even Hummidititties popping her SteakSandwich cherry!). History made.
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Run #1067 08-Aug Wee switched w/
My apologies for missing the pre-lube for the triplecrown. Will give the next group something to strive for!

Crash Test Rummy
Run #1068 15-Aug Slippery When Wet
Run #1069 22-Aug Cum See My Box

On-F*cking-On

Run #1070 29-Aug Curb Crawler

-Dik C

Upcuming Runs
Run # 1056- May 16th, 2019
Hare(s): Come Liquor Snatch
Location: JD’s PUB 7444 50 Ave
Prelube: : JD’s
On On JD’s
Run #1057 30-May Urine My Way
Run #1058 06-June Cum Honor
Run #1059 13-June Dripping Wet Gap
Run #1060 20-June Stick Handler
Run #1061 27-June Wet Spot
Run #1062 04-Jul Pole Her Express for Wet Denim
Run #1063 11-Jul Don't Know Dick
Run #1064 18-Jul Chips a Whore
Run #1065 25-Jul Curb Crawler swithchedw/Doggy Style
Run #1066 01-Aug Titties & Tassels (TNT)
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